Any thoughts on the present career structure for scientists in Japan? Japanese universities have no incentive to recruit female or foreign faculty members. In my view, this is our biggest problem. What we need may be a drastic governmental order to change, as most of the University budget comes from the government. The Japanese people often change their minds quickly -their reluctance to change often disappears in a single day. I hope that the same will happen with this problem.
Quick guide
Darwin's finches Peter R. Grant and B. Rosemary Grant Why are they Darwin's? Darwin was the first scientist to study them, and he made them famous. On his epoch-making visit to the Galápagos archipelago in 1835 he collected some specimens for museums, as did Robert FitzRoy, captain of the Beagle, and a couple of their shipmates. The finches became famous when Darwin wrote about them on his return to England, after they had been described as a set of unique species by the systematist John Gould. They have entered the canonical literature with some particularly evocative phrases, none more powerful than this one from Darwin: "The most curious fact is the perfect gradation in size of the beaks of the different species of Geospiza… Seeing this gradation and diversity of structure in one small, intimately related group of birds, one might fancy that, from an original paucity of birds in this archipelago, one species had been taken and modified for different ends". A second lesson derives from hybridization. As the exchange of genes between species elevates the level of genetic variation in each, their future ability to cope with a changing environment may hinge upon this continued source of new genetic material. This being so, to conserve species we should maintain communities in an intact state, and this means including not just a focal species and its basic environmental needs but other species with which it might occasionally interbreed.
